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Address Zhejiang Hanneng Technology Co Ltd 
68# Yi Qun Road 
Yao Zhuang 
314117 Jia Shan

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The focus of HN is coating technology and production machinery of solar glass, architectural glass, and automotive glass. The main products of HN
include: coating machines, solidifying furnaces, preheating furnaces, glass flat & bent tempering furnaces, crystallizing furnaces, coating liquid
machines, washing machines, and all corresponding production lines. HN is the only high technology company in China, who can provide a complete
turn-key solution of technology and production lines for solar glass, architectural glass, and automotive glass.. Based on the culture of strong R&D and
continuous improvement processes such as Kaizen, HN has the innovative ability to create new advanced technology and processes that help our
customers be more competitive among the world´s top glass manufacturers.   

Contact us today and find out why many glass fabricators/manufacturers worldwide are turning to HN Glass for the best in glass production solutions.
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